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After nearly a century of research into schizop-
hrenia this illness continues to offer a series of
challenging questions, among these we have to
emphasise the aspects related to its prognosis and
outcome. As is well known, the traditional
diagnostic formulation of schizophrenia was part-
ially based on views about these concepts. Thus, a
central belief associated with the diagnosis of
schizophrenia involved ideas about a negative out-
come, upon which, for example, the concept of «de-
mentia praecox» was build.

Although the study of schizophrenia prognosis
and outcome was originally limited to the clinical
variables of Langfelt (1937), and to the analysis of
premorbid social adjustment (Kokes et al., 1977),
the development by Strauss & Carpenter (1974) of a
Prognostic Scale for Schizophrenia provided the
basis for exploring the importance of other outcome
variables like, clinical symptoms, hospitalisation, oc-
cupational level, and social interactions. The study
of these outcome predictors appears to indicate, at
least in recent studies, that schizophrenia outcome is
not as negative as was originally believed, and that a
favourable outcome tends to be associated with good
premorbid adjustment, acute onset, and certain
psychopathological characteristics (Jonsson & Ny-
man, 1984).

Modern research also shows that, in investigating
schizophrenia prognosis and outcome, it is essential
to identify different spheres of outcome (sympto-
matic, social interaction, work performance, so on).
These various spheres have different predictors and
tend to be affected deferentially by treatment, thus
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suggesting that schizophrenia outcome is a more
complex phenomenon than was originally believed
(Strauss & Carpenter, 1977). It has also been
demonstrated that, when evaluating these outcome
measures, it is necessary to consider whether any
short-term improvement also applies to longer range
improvement. The appropriateness of this differenti-
ation is apparent, as it has been shown that variables
predicting remission of schizophrenia at two years
were no longer relevant after 10 years (Vaillant,
1964). The findings of Stanley & Lindemayer (1987)
have to be interpreted in the same direction; they
demonstrate that the prognostic and outcome
significance of certain indicators is different in the
acute than in the chronic stages of the disease.

Until recently research into the prognosis and
outcome of schizophrenia was based on the study of
«long-term» patients and on designs using «non-
operationalised» diagnostic concepts and «non-re-
presentative» samples of patients, thus raising a
series of methodological criticisms about the validity
of their findings. At present, however, the interest is
centred on analysing this issue from the early stages
of the disease. The studies designed to meet this
objective have been denominated First Episode
Studies of Schizophrenia.

In order to guarantee high levels of reliability, it
is necessary, when planning these studies, to take in-
to consideration a series of conceptual and method-
ological problems. The first of these is related to the
convenience of specifying what is meant by «First
Episode». This concept entails, in the first place, an
ordinal component which stresses the need to investi-
gate exclusively the first psychotic experiences. This
is mainly justified by the need to control the effects
of the confounding variables related to illness evol-
ution. The second component is delineated by the
term «Episode», which could be defined as «the
minimum period of time in which patients present
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specific symptoms so as to constitute a distinctive
category of psychotic disorder» (Keshavan &
Scholer, 1992). To identify a first episode is,
however, a difficult task as frequently schizophrenia
presents an insidious onset. This is one of the re-
asons why researchers tend to operationally define
«first episode» as the act of establishing «first con-
tact» with services.

The difficulties of implementing these studies
are, however, not limited to these aspects, but ex-
tend to the process of patient selection, which has to
guarantee adequate levels of completeness and re-
presentativeness and also a sufficiently large sample
size to allow the performing of reliable statistical
analysis. These difficulties which are, to a great ex-
tent, inherent in the low incidence of schizophrenia,
force researchers to extend the sample gathering st-
age usually over two years, or alternatively to select
a multi-centre design. Both strategies tend to in-
troduce systematic errors, based on the often selec-
tive composition of small populations, or on the dif-
ficulty of achieving adequate levels of inter-rater re-
liability in the evaluation of patients. Thus, it is re-
commended that the size of the sampling area
should be balanced to prevent the process of patient
selection from extending for more than a period of
two years, and at the same time to be able to adequ-
ately control the case collecting process.

Several strategies could be used for identifying
samples of patients in their first episode of schizop-
hrenia. The ideal method would be to conduct a
«one-stage» or a «two-stage» prospective commun-
ity study directed at assessing all «new cases» of
schizophrenia. The low incidence of this illness
makes these studies almost impracticable. In order
to overcome this difficulty «service utilisation sam-
ples» of first episodes of schizophrenia have been
used, either by investigating hospital admissions or
«contacts» with services.

The study of «service utilisation samples» has
often been based, for practical reasons, on the use
of case registers (Hafner, 1991). With this method,
large numbers of patients can be attained with rela-
tively small effort. They have, however, the incon-
venience of relying on retrospective clinical evalu-
ations made by different clinicians and thus provid-
ing data which are very often of low quality and not
comparable. This is why later studies have directly
and prospectively investigated schizophrenics who
have established contact with services. Most of these
studies, have also introduced standardised clinical
diagnostic procedures for diagnosing schizophrenia.

This entails the use of operational diagnostic
criteria, and of structured psychiatric interviews like
the PSE-CATEGO-ID System (Wing et al., 1974;
Wing & Sturt, 1978).

Among these prospective studies, the direct
evaluation of «first admissions» has been the st-
rategy most frequently applied (Shepherd et al.,
1989; Johnstone et al., 1990; The Scottish Schizop-
hrenia Research Group, 1987; Ring et al., 1991;
Ram et al., 1992). Nevertheless, this strategy has the
inconvenience of not including schizophrenics who
establish contacts with community services. This in-
troduces a clear bias in the process of patient selec-
tion, due to the current policy of promoting com-
munity psychiatric treatment. Thus, the obvious
alternative would be to identify and study «con-
tacts» for a first episode of schizophrenia with any
mental health service. This design, which is consider-
ed to be the most «cost-effective», has been adopt-
ed, for example, in the WHO Ten Country Study
(Sartorius et al., 1986; Jablensky et al., 1992), and
in the MAP Project Markers and Predictors of
Schizophrenia (Iacono & Beiser, 1992), and in the
Cantabria First Episode Schizophrenic Study
(Vazquez-Barquero et al., 1994).

The majority of these studies have incorporated,
as one of their objectives, the study of schizophrenia
prognosis and outcome and also the identification of
outcome predictors. A number of them could,
however, be criticised for not having introduced
adequate strategies into their designs for evaluating
the different spheres of outcome. To overcome this
deficiency and to provide a more robust basis for
establishing relevant indicators of outcome and
prognosis, several measures and instruments could
be used. Some of these assess positive health, others
investigate ill health, and yet another evaluates social
functioning. Many of these have separate physical,
psychological and social axes, while there are also
combined measures, including measures of quality
of life. They could be summarised into the following
headings:

a) Objective clinical
and psychopathological measures

The majority of studies have evaluated outcome
by measuring the clinical, mainly psychopathologi-
cal, status of patients. For this purpose earlier
studies have mainly related on clinical evaluations of
patients made by a professional. The tendency now,
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however, is to use reliable structured psychiatric in-
terviews like the PSE-9 (Wing et al., 1974).

In addition, several scales to measure chronic
symptoms of schizophrenia have been developed.
Among these we have, for example, the Manchester
or the K-G-V Scales (Krawiecka et al., 1977), or the
Schizophrenia Change Scale (Montgomery et al.,
1978). They could, therefore, be considered as a use-
ful alternative for evaluating the clinical components
of schizophrenia outcome and prognosis.

b) Objective measures of social functioning

As Gulbinat (1983) pointed out, when evaluating
outcome in schizophrenia, social dimensions of heal-
th and illness should be included in addition to other
measures of health. These dimensions are incorpo-
rated in the scales developed to measure social dis-
ability. Examples of these scales are: the Groningen
Social Disability Schedule (Wiersma et al., 1990), the
Psychiatric Disability Assessment Schedule (WHO,
1988), or the Social Behaviour Schedule (Wykes &
Sturt, 1986).

In addition, generic measures of illness repercuss-
ion and quality of life can be applied to evaluate
general well being in schizophrenic patients. Exam-
ples of these measures are: the Sickness Impact
Profile (Bergner et al., 1976); the Quality of Well
Being Scale (Patrick et al., 1973), or the Lancashire
Quality of Life Profile.

c) Subjective health and social functioning indicators

It has often been found that there is a disparity
between judgements of patients themselves and of
professionals about illness repercussions. This
emphasises the convenience of taking into account,
when evaluating schizophrenia outcome and
prognosis, not only the medical view but also the
patients view. More so, if we consider that there is
now enough evidence to show that self-perceived
health status correlates with mortality and recovery
rates. In order to account for this, recent studies are
incorporating scales into their designs aimed at
measuring patients views about their health and
psychosocial status. They focus on experiential, and
therefore subjective, components of the illness and
thus complement the objective evaluation of health
made by professionals.

In conclusion, future studies of First Episodes of

Schizophrenia should continue including the analysis
of schizophrenia prognosis and outcome as one of
their objectives. To this end, strategies should be in-
corporated into their designs for evaluating the dif-
ferent spheres of outcome, like the ones herein indi-
cated. The relevance of continuing investigating in
this field is based on: 1) the need to clarify theoreti-
cal issues, as diagnostic concepts about this illness
are still partially based on assumptions about its out-
come; and 2) the need to provide a solid base upon
which to develop therapeutic and preventive
programs.
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